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J-Barcarolle, Opus 60 ...... (:.~.............. Frederic Chopin 
(1810-1849) 

3-if11.prptnP.f.'! jn G'f!at,~d,~,"': ' ..... 
, ' Opus 511J7 v '-' , , 

1Polonaise Fantaisie, 1)..'0 c;
Opus 61 

-(Allegro de concert, t ;2.'t.r<6
Opus 46 

INTERMISSION 
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Sonata in B flat, Opus 106 ........ Ludwig van Beethoven 
"Hammerklavier" ~5f5J-. (1770-1827) 

Allegro 


Scherzo: Assai vivace 


Adagio sostenuto 


Largo 


Allegro risoluto 




Reflections on a Program 
Tonight's program contrasts some of the greatest pieces Chopin 

ever wrote with one of the 'Everests' of all piano music, Beethoven's 
" Hammerklavier Sonata. 
':The Barcarolle and the Polonaise Fantaisie, Opuses 60 and 61 

respectively, date from the mid-l 840' s. They are both intensely 
heroic pieces. This of itself is hardly surprising, given the source. I 
Though Chopin was a man of weak physical constitution, he possessed 
.a will of iron. And it is no small coincidence that the town just outside 'j
Warsaw in which he was born, Zelazowa Wola, means 'iron will!' Yet 
what remains amazing is the touching simplicity of certain sections of i[ 
each of these two works, all the more remarkable when one thinks of 
the increasing affects of the tuberculosis that was eventually to take 
Chopin's life in 1849. This "touching simplicity" is also the byword 
for the third Impromptu in G flat, Opus 51, one of my very favorite 
pieces. / . 

The Allegro de concert, Opus 46, is a work of a completely different 
sort. It was originally conceived between 1829 and 1831, though its 
revision and publication in ] 841 are the reasons for its relatively high 
opus number. What immediately strikes the listener is the feeling of I 

being in the midst of a Bellini opera. Chopin had been exposed in l 
great . measure to the .bel canto school of singing in th~ J~~Pi' ,~)Vih.ile, ~M 
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compo~~rs, in fact, didn't meet in that citY; q.nlil the year b~fore. " 
-Bellini's death in 1835. So, the tantalizing thought rem~, ;w.ni,qp 
came first, the cart or the horse. Music history and scholarshlJ?"would 
be stood on its hind legs were it possible to prove that it was Chopin 
who had influenced Bellini, and not vice versa! Perhaps because of its 
diffuse and episodic nature, the Allegro de concert is not played more 
often by the world's pianists. What a pity! In spite of what is often 
cited as "structural difficulties," it is undoubtedly one of Chopin's J
masterpieces. It offers an unmistakable source for much of his ,
subsequent piano writing, and it is extremely challenging and fun to 
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play. II 
"The Hammerklavier Sonata is rightly considered one of the corner

stones of the piano literature. It is the longest sonata Beethoven' ever 
wrote, lasting approximately forty-five minutes. The Adagio, the third 

:1movement and arguably the greatest slow movement Beethoven ever 
wrote (admittedly a difficult call when one thinks of the slow move
ments of the late quartets), takes a disproportionate amount of the II 
work, twenty-odd minutes worth, in fact. So why is it that pianists find 'j
this work so intriguing, yet so enigmatic? Perhaps the answer lies in 
the fact that the autograph coy of the work is no longer extant, which 
is not the case for the majority of the sonatas. As we are not even sure 
if Beethoven had the last word in the supervision of the original 

editions, it is highly probable that some of the material presented is 
erroneous. For example, the opening tempo marking, an impossibly 
fast 138 to a half note (or 132 as given by Beethoven's great pupil, 
Czerny). would surely sound wrong at half that speed, something 
which has been suggested recently by a very distinguished colleague. 
What does one do with the harmonic progression leading into the 
recapitulation of the first movement? What about the tempo of the 
Adagio, again presented as impossibly fast? Or a number of 
important voice leadings and modulations sprinkled throughout the 
entire work, where a raised or lowered accidental carries enormous 
implications for the structure of the work? 

What is certain, however, is that this sonata is Beethoven at his most 
autobiographical. The outer movements contain much that is manic, a 
temperament in potential disarray but for the structure imposed on it 
by the work at hand-a Promethean struggle. Perhaps this is why the 
slow movement is so moving-the pathos, the futility, the hope act as a 
necessary balance to the surrounding unrest. Surely the final mo
ments in the Adagio are the summation of this great composer's 
§truggle with the human condition, the acceptance of human frailty. 
The ensuing fragments before the final Fugue act as a bridge back to 
the "real" world. And the Fugue, divided into three distinct sections, 
is a technical, emotional and intellectual tour de force that ultimately 
triumphs over its own limitations. 

,;lms is<!jnly a fraction of what could and should be said about t{ti~ 
ht#n~~fB';~:pUs. ,~'B,u(ttre~ ~ as""aiways,: a:-lfulnorohs -s~e-:to~tb~~" 
MliliY'year~ ago;:!'\Wi lsithng on the back 'steps of the dmmg hall at 
the Marlboro Festival in Vermont, having a heart-to":heart talk with 
{t~'ddlf Se,rkin, himself a great Beethovenian, about the late sonatas. 
The' conv~tsa.tion ran something like this: 

"And what do you think of the Opus 109, Mr. Serkin?" 

"Ohl Very difficult!" 

"And how about the 11O?" 

"Oh, that's difficult, too." 

"And the 1111" 

I If , '~What a glorious statement! And that's difficult as well." 

"And the Hammerklavier?" 

"Craig what a stupid question-the Hammerklavier isn't 
difficult. It's impossible!!!n 

[Program notes by Craig Sheppard, © 1997./ 


